Effective Security Communication is Critical in Unsettled Times

Editor’s note: ISC and the ASIS NYC Chapter recently announced a partnership to ensure we are reaching readers in security and public safety for the Tri-State area and covering the topics they care most about. As part of that new collaboration, ISC News is producing a series of interviews with ASIS NYC chapter members and industry leaders.

For this interview, we caught up with Brian Reich, Chief Security Officer for CIT Group, a financial holding company with New York City global headquarters, to find out where he is focusing his efforts lately, and where he has addressed challenges in recent months.

ISC News: During normal times, managing security in a global organization is extremely challenging. With both Covid-19 and protests continuing across the U.S., how have you managed to stay on top of all that is occurring and the impacts to your employees and facilities?

Brian Reich: For us, the key is prioritization. In managing a corporate security department for a large organization like CIT, there is always a need to prioritize and triage by taking a macro view of risks and impacts to the business...
Mission and Makeup of ‘Essential’ Workforce Evolves

The Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), a division of the Department of Homeland Security, has published an updated list of workers it deems "essential" to ensuring the safety of the nation’s U.S. critical infrastructure. It builds on previous lists of essential workers to include a wide variety of people in healthcare, first responder community, education (including teachers), food and agriculture, energy, transportation and logistics, public works, communications, manufacturing, financial and other positions...

ISC’s Will Wise on FindBiometrics ‘ID Talk’ Podcast

Will Wise, group vice president for the Security Portfolio at Reed Exhibitions, joined the ID Talk podcast this week. Wise and FindBiometrics Vice President of Digital Content Susan Stover talked about the upcoming ISC West 2020 virtual event.

Wise highlighted the keynote appearances of AWS’s Michael MacKenzie, who will talk about IoT and digital transformation, and Uber’s Head of Security, Charles Burns....
OTHER TRENDING INDUSTRY ARTICLES

- GOVERNMENT AGENCIES CAN SOON PURCHASE DEFENSE-APPROVED DRONES
- VISHING SCAM TARGETS REMOTE WORKERS
- REPORT: INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS COULD BE EXPLOITED BY HACKERS
- VIDEO SURVEILLANCE DEMAND EXPECTED TO GROW

Join the M500 Club today!
REGISTRATION IS OPEN FOR ISC WEST 2020 VIRTUAL EVENT

Taking place October 5-7, the ISC West 2020 Virtual Event will offer you and your business a 3-day agenda full of complimentary educational programming, featuring the best of our SIA Education@ISC Program, high-profile Keynote speakers, Virtual Vendor Solution training Sessions, and more. In addition, the ISC West Virtual Event will feature additional opportunities to connect with other security & public safety industry professionals via our Exhibitor Tech Center pages, chat functionalities, discussion groups, and more. Invite your team!

REGISTER TODAY FOR FREE